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Introducing our dainty Bridal Capsule Jewelry Collection, ‘Olea.’ Inspired by the grace and 

enduring beauty of the olive branch, each piece in this collection is a testament to the everlasting 

bond and unbreakable promise that binds two hearts.

With a harmonious blend of fine craftsmanship and intricate nature-inspired designs, every jewel 

in this collection tells a story of love, an eternal promise, and an everlasting bond.

As you step into this enchanting world of ‘Olea,’ you’ll discover a symphony of shimmering 

diamonds and precious metals, all expertly curated to adorn you on your very special days.  For the 

moment that marks the beginning of your lifelong commitment, our engagement rings stand as 

symbols of the promises you make to one another.

As your love story unfolds, our stackable wedding bands become the chapters, each one telling 

a unique tale of your shared experiences and cherished memories. Designed for versatility and 

personalization, these bands can be worn individually or stacked together, symbolising the layers 

of love that grow with each passing day.

‘Olea’ promises to witness an everlasting journey of love where two souls are destined to be one, 

ensuring it to forever be etched in elegance.

Where Elegance Blossoms, 
Love Flourishes, and Memories Are Forever.



Engagement Rings

A bond that knows no bounds, a 
journey that begins in the heart and 
continues into eternity.

A collection of engagement rings. A true work of 

art. This sub-collection comes as a symbol of love’s 

enduring triumph. While the centre stone represents 

the strength and brilliance of love, each different 

setting on either side of the ring symbolises the 

unique past, present, and future chapters of your 

journey together.



Oliviada Ring

Agave Ring

Meticulously crafted by skilled artisans, 

the Oliviada Ring showcases unparalleled 

craftsmanship and attention to detail. Oliviada 

Ring should be cherished as a family heirloom, 

passed down through generations.

Bespoke options: You can request your centre diamond speficifications and shape.

Classic and timeless. We believe that every love 

story is beautiful, and Agave Ring whispers 

tales of them. Agave symbolises eternal love 

and timeless bond between two souls.





Imogen Ring

Jardiniere Ring

Graceful and dainty. Imogen ring is the 

epitome of a love that will stand the test of 

time. With Imogen Ring, you make a promise 

to forever dance through life’s highs and lows 

together, hand in hand.

Bespoke options: You can request your centre diamond speficifications and shape.

A symbol of cherished and secure love, where 

love blossoms like a garden that never stops 

flourishing. Jardiniere Ring is a celebration of 

love’s timeless beauty and the promise of an 

ever-blooming future together.



Wedding Band

Today, I take you to be my forever life 
partner..

“To have and to hold, from this day forward, for 

better or for worse, for richer or for poorer, in 

sickness and in health, to love and to cherish, till 

death sets apart.”

This collection is inspired by the intricate beauty of 

roots and leaves, capturing the essence of growth, 

strength, and unwavering love. Like the strong 

bond between two souls. The deep foundation of a 

relationship. Choose ‘Olea Wedding Bands’ as the 

witness of your forever.



Esme Band Willow Band

Mabel Band

Beloved  Band

Vida Band

Devotion Band



Eden  BandLaurel Band

Oaken Band
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